
INSTRUCTIONS

ZipHookTM setup instructions

Put the clasp on the desired latch after the pole section 
is against the rubber grabber. Linkage swings the clasp 
around until it snaps tightly closed around the pole.

Different latches for different pole sections:
A  For the largest section of the 6.1m poles.
B  For the largest section of the 3.8m poles.
C   For the middle section of the 3.8m poles and the second  

smallest section of our 6.1m pole.
D   For the smallest section of the 6.1m and 3.8m poles.

How to attach the ZipHookTM to the pole

Put the clasp on the desired latch after the pole 
section is against the rubber grabber. Linkage 
swings the clasp around until it snaps tightly 
closed around the pole.

Different latches for  
different pole sections:
A   For the largest section of our 20 foot pole.

B   For the largest section of our 12 foot pole.

C   For the middle section of the 12 foot pole 
and the second smallest section of our  
20 foot pole. 

D   For the smallest section of the 20 and  
12 foot poles.

Clasp Rubber Grabber
(Beige part)

Linkage
(Gray part)

1
Open the  
ZipTMHook and 
put it anywhere 
on the pole.  
Put the pole 
against the  
rubber grabber.

2
Put the clasp on 
the correct latch 
(A, B, C, or D)
for tube you are 
attaching the 
ZipTMHook to.

3
Swing the 
linkage away 
from the latch, 
which will pull 
the ZipTMHook in 
tight and lock it 
in place.

4
The ZipTMHook 
is now in place 
and can hold  
up to 40 lbs.
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Setup Instructions

How to attach the ZipTMHook to the pole

Open the
ZipHookTM and 
put it anywhere 
on the pole.
Put the pole 
against the
rubber grabber.

Swing the 
linkage away 
from the latch, 
which will pull 
the ZipHookTM 
in tight and lock 
it in place.

Put the clasp on 
the correct latch 
(A, B, C, or D)
for tube you are 
attaching the 
ZipHookTM to.

The ZipHookTM 
is now in place 
and can hold 
up to 20 kg.
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The zero dust solution
Email: info@zipwall.com.au
Or visit: zipwall.com.au


